DevvESG

The ESG
Blockchain Platform

DevvESG
DevvX’s Powerful Technology
Providing Ultimate Trust

Devvio’s Patented Technology Efficiently Manages
Assets, NFTs, Records, Identity, and Payments. Devvio
Has Spent over 4 years Building the Most Flexible,
Scalable, and Cost-Effective Blockchain Solution.

Over 8 Million Transactions Per Second
1/1,000,000th the Cost of Other Platforms
RESTful API for Secure and Efficient NFTs

Devvio’s Secret Sauce
The DevvShard tm

Devvio has developed a proprietary implementation of
blockchain sharding (parallelizing blockchain
processing) which is the only solution of its kind in the
world today. DevvShards provide scalability, costeffectiveness, and most importantly flexibility.
DevvShards allow for the creation of any number of
independent networks. These networks, or shards,
represent the most flexible blockchain solution in
existence. They work in unison and can be easily
customized across any regulatory, geographical, or
government requirements. DevvShards can be public or
private, and can be tailored to throughput, security,
regulatory requirements such as HIPAA of GDPR
compliance, or any business/governance requirements.

DevvESG is an ESG-focused (environmental, social,
governance) blockchain effort where new companies and
projects are launched, where ESG-related data with full
provenance is tracked, and where world-wide ESG efforts
are grown and incentivized.
Two of the biggest challenges in ESG are trust and
multiparty collaboration. Devvio solves these problems.
DevvESG is a platform that can become a de facto
standard for ESG efforts and a means to address the
world's ESG challenges.

The DevvESG Ecosystem
The DevvESG ecosystem consists of three components:
The DevvX platform, the DevvESG Fund, and the DevvE
cryptocurrency. All three components create a virtuous
cycle where each one strengthens the others.
The DevvX platform is a regulatory
compliant platform for managing token
launches, asset registries, user identities,
and exchange capabilities.
The DevvESG Fund is a venture fund for
investing into ESG companies. It is managed
by a world-class venture capital team and
includes capital from DevvE sales.
DevvE is a legally compliant replacement
for Bitcoin, focused on compliance, storage
of value, the environment, and payments.

DevvESG Focus

The DevvE Cryptocurrency
The ‘E’ Stands for ESG

“Bitcoin uses more electricity per transaction than any
other method known to mankind” -- Bill Gates
DevvE is a regulatory compliant replacement for Bitcoin
that addresses Bitcoin’s two largest problems –
regulatory compliance and energy usage. Where Bitcoin
is not regulatory compliant and wastes enormous
amounts of energy, DevvE is regulatory compliant and is
designed to save the environment. Bitcoin uses
1,000,000 X more energy than DevvX. 90% of all DevvE
issuances are used to fund our portfolio partners and
their world-changing technologies and projects.
Like Bitcoin, DevvE represents a store of value with a
comparable number of authorized coins (21 million),
creating scarcity and value particularly given the other
features of DevvE that contrast with Bitcoin. DevvE
represents a public chain with no central authority
overseeing transactions where any two parties can
independently audit a transaction, and it has world-class
Byzantine Fault Tolerant security.

A World Class Team

Devvio has built a truly world-class team – it is one of
our biggest strengths. Devvio’s team is its most
valuable asset. The team has particularly unique
expertise in deploying enterprise-scale blockchain
projects as well as experienced venture capitalists and
amazing technical staff. More information about
Devvio’s team can be found at:
https://www.devv.io/about

CONTACT: INFO@DEVV.IO

The DevvESG effort focuses on environmental, social, and
governance related issues. Devvio is partnering with many
companies in the ESG space. It is a compelling focus, as
the key to creating, buying, and selling ESG assets, such as
Carbon Offsets, is understanding the provenance of those
assets. ESG and blockchain are two of the hottest spaces
right now. Devvio's approach represents the future of ESG
companies and financial instruments. It is rare to be able
to combine such a strong financial story with doing so
much good for the world. This effort is incredibly
important.

Portfolio Companies

DevvX is a platform for token launches and accessing
capital. Portfolio Partner Companies can:
• Access new customers.
• Raise money on our platform.
• Create liquidity for otherwise illiquid assets.
• Release tokens representing assets, equity, utility,
convertible debt, etc.
• Tap into the power of DevvX itself for operations.
Token sales can be used to grow community, leverage the
powerful blockchain features of DevvX, and be used for
utility within a Portfolio Partner's ecosystem.

Partner Program
Devvio has developed a partner program for operating the
DevvX platform. Partner Program members can make a
significant impact in the world by helping to run the
platform as Independent Node Operators, and in doing so,
establish themselves as world leaders in advancing ESG
philosophies. Partner Program members earn DevvE
cryptocurrency (like miners on other platforms, but
without the wasted energy and cost). Partner Program
members also receive discounts on carbon offsets, DevvE
cryptocurrency sales, first access to DevvX deals, and
brand and stock awareness.
ESG can no longer be ignored by companies. A company's
ESG efforts drive marketing perception and have
significant effects on its financial metrics.

